THERMACELL®

MOSQUITO REPELLENT LANTERN

PROVIDES 15′×15′ ZONE OF PROTECTION

REPELS MOSQUITOES & PROVIDES AMBIENT LIGHT

FLAMELESS LIGHT
NO CANDLE. NO OPEN FLAME
100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

Active Ingredient: d-cis/trans allethrin......21.97%
Other Ingredients..........78.03%
Total................................100.00%

Contains:
1 Reusable Lantern
1 Butane Cartridge Net Wt 0.41 oz (11.5 g)
3 Insect Repellent Mats Net Wt 0.073 oz each (2.07 g)
ADVANCED MOSQUITO PROTECTION

- Heated mat releases repellent into the air
- Repels mosquitoes, black flies and other flying insects
- Provides 15 x 15 ft area of repellency
- Works in minutes, lasts for hours
- LEDs provide light with no open flame

THIS PACKAGE CONTAINS:

1 LED LANTERN

3 REPELLENT MATS
Each mat lasts a maximum of 4 hours

1 BUTANE CARTRIDGE
Each cartridge lasts a maximum of 12 hours

4 AA Batteries, not included.
Do not mix old and new batteries. Do not mix alkaline, standard or rechargeable batteries.

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED*

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Thermacell makes great repellent products that protect people from mosquitoes. If Thermacell does not perform to your satisfaction, you may return it to us for repair, replacement or refund.
LED’s PROVIDE SAFE AMBIENT LIGHT WITH THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON

- Provides safe, ambient light
- No candle. No open flame
- Durable construction
- Ideal for use while on decks, patios, and backyards
THERMACELL Mosquito Repellent products can be used:

- CAMPING
- HUNTING
- BACKYARD
- GARDENING
- PATIO

REFILLS AVAILABLE:

- SINGLE PACK
- VALUE PACK
- MEGA PACK
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. See leaflet inside box for usage directions.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Hazards to Humans & Domestic Animals
CAUTION: Contains petroleum distillates. Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through skin. Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with skin, eyes or clothing. Wash hands thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse.

FIRST AID
If Swallowed: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give any liquid to the person. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

If On Skin or Clothing: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If In Eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eyes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. For additional information on this pesticide product (including health concerns, medical emergencies or pesticide incidents), you may call 1-866-753-1337, Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM EST. After 4:30 PM, call your poison control center.

Physical and Chemical Hazards
Hazard: Extremely flammable. Contents under pressure. Vapors may cause flash fire. Use only in a well ventilated area. Do not use, store, or dispose near heat, sparks, or flames. Do not puncture or incinerate. Containers exposed to direct sunlight or otherwise heated above 120°F (49°C) may burst. Store in cool, dry area. Intentional misuse by deliberately concentrating and inhaling the contents may be harmful or fatal. If vapors are inhaled, remove person to fresh air. Do not pry battery with any instrument or tool or put in a fire. Battery may burst or release toxic materials.

Environmental Hazards
This product is toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates. Do not apply directly to water. Do not contaminate water when cleaning equipment or disposing of equipment washwater or rinseate. Drift may be hazardous to aquatic organisms in water adjacent to treated areas.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. Pesticide Storage: Store unused mats in original box in a cool, dry place inaccessible to children and pets. Store lantern and butane cartridges in original box in a cool, dry place away from sources of heat. Store batteries in cool, dry place away from heat or open flame. Pesticide Disposal and Container Handling: Non-refillable container; do not refill or reuse this container. If cartridge is empty or for used mats: Do not reuse empty packaging, wrappers or cartridges. Do not puncture or incinerate empty cartridges. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If cartridge is partly filled or for unused mats: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused mats down any indoor or outdoor drain. For unwanted lantern: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available.

EPA Reg. No. 71910-2
EPA Est. No. 71998-THA-1
Protected by one or more of the following U.S. Patents: 6,033,212; 5,700,430; 7,835,631

Mats Made in Italy.
Manufactured in Thailand.

Thermacell® is a Registered Trademark of Thermacell Repellents, Inc
Manufactured for: Thermacell Repellents, Inc
26 Crosby Dr, Bedford, MA 01730
Email: consumerquestions@thermacell.net
Toll Free: 1-800-NO-SKEETERS